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A theoretical analysis has been made of the van der Waals vibration-rotation-electron spin 
states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer in its 32 g“ - 32 g-  electronic ground state. This analysis is based on a 
Hamiltonian that includes a spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 interaction potential and it involves also 
the permutation-inversion symmetry of the system. We have constructed some hindered 
internal rotor models for the vibrational states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer which correspond with 
different equilibrium geometries, and for each of these models we have numerically calculated 
the spin-rotation fine structure. This fine structure appears to be determined not only by the 
Heisenberg exchange interaction between the 0 2 monomer triplet states, but also by 
intramolecular spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling and, to a smaller extent, by the 
intermolecular spin-spin (magnetic dipole) interaction and by the Coriolis terms in the kinetic 
energy. The resulting fine-structure spectrum is very complex, and very sensitive to the 
geometry of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, to the nature of its internal motions and to the various magnetic 
couplings. This implies that detailed measurements of this spectrum, which can be interpreted 
with the help of the theory presented here, will yield interesting information on the properties 
of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer and, at the same time, verify our assumptions on the magnetic interactions 
between 0 2 molecules which have important consequences for the properties of solid oxygen.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been suggested by Lewis' that the 0 2- 0 2 dimer 
may be stabilized by a weak chemical bond between the 
open-shell 0 2 molecules. Although this suggestion has not 
been confirmed by experimental evidence, and the 0 2- 0 2 
interactions seem to be purely of van der Waals type, the 0 2-  
0 2 dimer remains one of the most interesting van der Waals 
molecules. The triplet nature of the 0 2 ground state, which is 
very unusual for a stable molecule, leads to magnetic cou­
pling between the 0 2 spin momenta or, in other words, to a 
spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 potential. The knowledge of these 
magnetic interactions is crucial for the understanding of the 
properties of bulk 0 2, which is a very interesting magnetic 
material.“ The 0 2- 0 2 dimer is the most suitable system to 
investigate these interactions in detail. The study of the 0 2-  
0 2 dimer is further relevant for gas phase reactions involving 
metastable excited 0 2 molecules. The most efficient quench­
ing of the metastable 1 Ag and states of 0 2 occurs via the 
formation of (collisional) 0 2- 0 2 dimers.3,4
The most complete spectroscopic studies of the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer have been made by Long and Ewing5 and by Good­
man and Brus.6 Long and Ewing have observed O^-O^ 
dimers in the gas phase at 90 K, Goodman and Brus have 
studied such dimers in a solid neon matrix at 4.2 K. Both 
groups have measured the spectrum in the visible region, 
which corresponds with (simultaneous) monomer transi­
tions between the 32g~ ground states and the low-lying elec­
tronically excited 1 Ag and !2 g+ states. Long and Ewing were 
mainly interested in the vibrational structure and they have 
also measured the dimer absorption spectrum in the infrared 
region around the 0 2 fundamental stretch frequency. Good­
man and Brus were particularly interested in the electronic 
and vibrational energy transfer between the 0 2 monomers.
This energy transfer between monomer vibronic states is di­
rectly related to the exchange splittings between the dimer 
states that correlate with these monomer states. These split­
tings could be measured for various isotopic combinations 
with polarized high-resolution laser spectroscopy.
In spite of these beautiful and detailed investigations the 
properties of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer are still not well understood. 
Long and Ewing could not derive the equilibrium structure 
of the dimer from their interpretation of the visible and in­
frared spectra. Their assignment of the bands due to van der 
Waals vibrations is only tentative and it is not yet supported 
by calculations based on a potential surface. Goodman and 
Brus find a parallel D lh geometry as the most probable, but 
they have only considered a limited set of rigid dimer struc­
tures. Calculations on similar van der Waals dimers, such as 
N 2- N 2,7,8 N 2-A r ,9,1() and 0 2- A r ,11-14 have taught us, how­
ever, that isolated van der Waals molecules of this type are 
rather floppy. It is possible, since the van der Waals interac­
tions of the 0 2 molecules with the neon atoms in the matrix 
are of similar strength as the 0 2- 0 2 interactions, and molec­
ular crystals are generally less flexible than the correspond­
ing dimers,15 that the 0 2- 0 2 dimer in a solid neon matrix is 
considerably more rigid than the isolated 0 2- 0 2 dimer. In 
this context, it is remarkable that Goodman and Brus have 
found the exchange interaction between 32g-  ground state 
0 2 molecules in the dimer to be larger even than the same 
interaction between the nearest neighbors in solid a - 0 2 
(which have a parallel D lh structure also). Furthermore, 
they have interpreted their results in terms of a model by 
Bhandari and Falicov16 that is based on a molecular orbital 
(M O) scheme. For weakly interacting open-shell species, 
such as 0 2 molecules, the MO model is not appropriate, 
since the 0 2- 0 2 dimer does not dissociate into correct 0 2 
monomer states in this model.
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So we think that it is worthwhile to revisit the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer, especially from a theoretical point of view. Recently 
the exchange and multipole interactions between 32 ~
5
ground state 0 2 molecules have been calculated ab initio in 
our institute.17 The results, together with a semiempirical 
estimate for the (spin-independent) long-range dispersion 
interactions, have been expressed in the form of an analytical 
spin-dependent potential. A Heisenberg effective spin opera­
tor in this potential represents the exchange splittings 
between the singlet, triplet, and quintet states of the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer, for any geometry. The coupling parameter J  in this 
operator depends not only on the intermolecular distance, 
but it also appears to be a strongly varying function of the 
molecular orientations. The Heisenberg exchange term is 
not the only spin-dependent term in the potential, however. 
It is well known from the spectroscopy on the free 0 2 mole­
cule 18 that spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions couple the 
molecular spin-momentum to the direction of the molecular 
axis. In the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, such intramolecular coupling 
terms have to be included for each monomer. Moreover, 
there is of course the magnetic dipole-dipole coupling 
between the 0 2 monomer triplet spin momenta. With all 
these terms taken into account in the spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 
potential, several of the properties of solid a  and ft oxygen, 
as well as some phenomena occurring at the magnetoelastic 
a-/3 phase transition, could be understood completely from 
first principles19,20 (with the aid of lattice dynamics and 
spin-wave calculations).
In the present paper we evaluate the effects of the same 
spin-dependent interactions on the properties of the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer. We make a theoretical and computational study of 
the dimer states which derive from the rovibronic 
ground states monomers. Since the long-range dispersion 
contribution to the intermolecular potential is not known 
accurately and, therefore, the 0 2- 0 2 equilibrium structure is 
not known either, we have refrained from detailed computa­
tions of the dimer states. Instead, we try to predict how the 
splittings between these states depend on the structure of the 
0 2- 0 2 dimer or rather, since this dimer is expected to be 
fairly “floppy,” on the character of its van der Waals vibra­
tional states. For the much simpler case of 0 2-rare  gas atom 
dimers this has been done in our institute earlier.11-13 In that 
case, the calculated Zeeman spectrum has been quantitative­
ly confirmed by radio frequency measurements on 0 2-A r  
and 0 2-N e  dimers in a molecular beam.14,21 Also, 0 2- 0 2 
dimers have been observed in molecular beams,22,23 and we 
think that, with present day technology, it is possible to mea­
sure their high-resolution visible, infrared, microwave, or 
radio frequency spectra. Our calculations can be used to in­
terpret such measurements and to understand the experi­
mental results in terms of the basic 0 2- 0 2 interactions. On 
the other hand, the measurements will verify the spin-depen­
dent 0 2- 0 2 interaction potential that has been used in the 
calculations on solid 0 219,20 and in the present calculations.
II. PERMUTATION-INVERSION SYMMETRY
Goodman and Brus6 have assumed that the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer, in their solid neon matrix, is rigid with some point
group, probably D 2h, symmetry. In their interpretation of 
the visible spectra they have used the selection rules pertain­
ing to this point group. Since we expect that the, isolated, 
0 2- 0 2 dimer is rather floppy, we use the permutation-inver­
sion (PI) group. Usually, when one considers the rovibra- 
tional states, the molecular symmetry group24 contains all 
those permutations of identical nuclei which may be called 
feasible25 in the case of interest, possibly combined with 
space inversion. In the standard treatment of nearly rigid 
molecules, which involves an Eckart molecular frame, the 
group of feasible Pis maps onto the point group of the mole­
cule, as far as the vibrational coordinates are concerned. The 
PI group is more generally valid, however, and can also be 
applied to floppy molecules.
For the van der Waals molecule N 2- N 2,7,8 which is geo­
metrically similar to 0 2- 0 2 (see Fig. 1 ), this group G 16 is 
generated by the permutations P ]2, ^ 34, and P ]3P 24 and by 
space inversion E  * and it contains all permutations of the 
nuclei which do not involve the breaking of the strong chem­
ical N =  N bonds. The case of 0 2- 0 2 is different, however, 
because one has to treat the rovibrational states in combina­
tion with the electron spin states. As one shall see in Sec. Ill ,  
the spin-dependent potential which we use in this treatment 
is not invariant under the pure nuclear permutation P i3P 24. 
A proper symmetry operation is obtained, however, if we 
combine the permutation P X3P 24, that interchanges the nu­
clei 1 and 2 in molecule A with the nuclei 3 and 4 in molecule 
B, with a simultaneous permutation of all the electrons
i =  5,...,20 in molecule A with all the electrons j  =  21 ,...,36 
in molecule B. Such a permutation of all the particles in 
molecule A with all the particles in molecule B we call PAB :
20
^AB ~  ^13^24 Pi,i+ 16* (0
i =  5
In order to understand this problem, which is essential 
in the treatment of 0 2- 0 2, we have to define various coordi-
FIG. 1. Coordinate systems used in the 0 2- 0 2 dimer.
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nate systems (see Fig. 1). We assume that all the oxygen 
nuclei are identical; the case of mixed isotopes is simpler 
from the permutational symmetry point of view. Let us be­
gin with an arbitrary space-fixed (SF) coordinate frame. 
The nuclear coordinates with respect to this frame are called 
R,, R 2, R 3, and R4 and the electron coordinates {r, 
i =  5,...,20} and {r¡\j =  21,...,36}. The next coordinate sys­
tem, which we shall use in Secs. Ill ,  IV, and V, is a dimer 
body-fixed (BF) fame, with its origin in the dimer center of 
mass M and its z axis along the vector R =  M B — M A that 
connects the monomer centers of mass M A and M B. The 
coordinates of the particles with respect to this frame are 
defined as:
R ' =  C (R ; — M ) for the nuclei 1 =  1,...,4,
r ;f =  C ( r / — M ) for the electrons / =  5,...,20, (2)
r ' = C ( T j  — M ) for the electrons y =  21 ,...,36,
with
M a =  i (R, +  R2), 
M b (R 3 +  R4),
M  =  \ (M a -f- M d ),
R =  M B M (3)
and the rotation matrix
cos 0  cos 4> cos 0  sin <£>
C sin cos <$>
sin 0  cos <P sin 0  sin <$>
-  sin 0 
0
cos 0
(4)
The angles 0  and O are the polar angles of the vector R with 
respect to the SF frame and it is easy to verify, using Eqs. 
( 1 ) - (3 ) ,  that in the BF frame:
R' =  C R =  (0,0 ,R),
m ;  = C ( m
M b — C(M,
M ) i CR =  (0,0, — R /2 ) ,  (5)
M ) =  i CR =  (0,0 ,R /2 ) .
The vectors R A and R B which describe the orientations of
the molecular axes, are given in the BF frame as
R a =  CR 
Ré =  CR
C ( r 2- r , )  =  r ;  - r ; ,
B C (R 4- R , ) r; r ;3 * (6)
Finally we need a pair of local coordinate systems fixed on 
the molecules (M F A and M F B) with their origins at M A 
and M B , and their z axes along R A and R B, respectively. The 
particle coordinates in these local frames are
R7
r ?
c a ( r ; - m ; )
c A(r ; -  M i )
1CAR ;  =  (0,0, — R a / 2 ) ,
2 CA R a
n CA ( r ; - M i ) = C AC ( r , . - M A )
for / =  5,...,20,
and
r  3
r;
C „ (R ;  -  M i )  =  (0,0, - R b/ 2 ) ,  
C b (R; - M J , )  =  (0,0,Rb / 2 ) , (7)
tt M b ) =  CBC(r, — M b )B j B
for j  =  21,...,36.
The rotation matrices C A and Cn have the same form as the
matrix C in Eq. (4), but they contain the polar angles 
(6  A ,(/)'A ) and (0 'B ,<#B ) of the vectors R A and R^ in the BF 
frame.
The action of the permutations in the SF frame is trivial; 
they simply interchange the labels of the vectors Rj...,R4 and 
those of {r, |/ =  5,...,20} and {r; [ƒ =  21,...,36}. Also, the ac­
tion of space-inversion E  * is simple; it replaces every vector r 
by — r. The transformations in the dimer- and molecule- 
fixed coordinates induced by these operations are not so tri­
vial, however, because the coordinate frames themselves are 
affected by the operations as well. One has to make explicit 
use of the formulas in Eqs. (2) and (7). So one finds, for 
example, that the permutation P n  leaves the vector R invar­
iant and simply transforms the vector R A into — R A, but 
that it acts as twofold rotation about the a : axis on the local 
coordinates r" in the molecule-fixed frame M F A. The rel­
evant results are summarized in Table I.
Now we can discuss why the different coordinate frames 
are essential to our treatment of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer. The BF 
frame will be used in the rovibrational-spin calculations. In 
particular, the basis functions introduced in Sec. IV will be 
expressed in BF coordinates, because this is convenient and 
physically meaningful (see Secs. IV and V). The transfor­
mations given in Table I can be applied to adapt this basis to 
the permutation-inversion symmetry, which simplifies the 
calculations and directly yields the selection rules.
The M F frames are not explicitly used in our calcula­
tions, but they are essential to define our model. We consider 
those electronic states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer that correlate with 
the ground states of the monomers. These states can be 
obtained from the monomer states by vector coupling of the 
triplet spin momenta and antisymmetrization in the electron 
coordinates. The spatial parts of the electronic wave func-
TABLE I. Transformation properties of dimer-fixed (BF) and molecule-fixed (M F) coordinates, under the generating elements of the PI group G 16. The 
permutation is defined by Eq. (1).
A
R
A
R tA
A
R tB r,"
0 4> n K X” y " z" x "Xj ? ! z "
P n 0 r r - 6  ; 7T +  K Q B K X" - y " - Z " x "Xj y " Zj
^34 0 9 ', K T T -  d'B 7r +  <t> b X" y " 7" *j - y " — 7"J
^AD „ TT — 0 7T +  <f> ir — 0 ’B 7t - 6 ' a - K - X j - y ; z ” - x 7 - y ' i z"
E * 77— 0 TT +  <t> o * tt- K 0  B tt- K X" - y ' l Z" x ! -y > z"zi
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tions do not enter into our calculation— the spin parts do—  
but the coupling constants in the spin-dependent potential of 
Sec. I l l  are actually integrals over these wave functions for 
the given electronic states. In order to use in our dimer calcu­
lations those rovibrational-spin functions that have the cor­
rect symmetry, we have to include also the symmetry of the 
electronic states. The latter symmetry becomes evident only 
when the monomer electronic wave functions are expressed 
in the local M F coordinates r;" and r". For instance, the 
symmetry of th monomer ground states is defined with re­
spect to the local M F frames. Also the property that the 32  “ 
functions on the monomers A and B have an identical form is 
only visible when these functions are expressed in terms of 
the local coordinates r" and r". From the observation that 
these local coordinates depend both on the electronic and on 
the nuclear positions [see Eq. (7) ] it follows then that the 
combined nuclear and electronic permutation PAB [see Eq. 
( 1) ] is a symmetry operation, whereas the pure nuclear per­
mutation P l3P24 is not. The complete transformation prop­
erties of the monomer wave functions are given in Table II. 
The antisymmetry of the 32 g-  electronic states on the mon­
omers A and B under the local nuclear permutations P [2 and 
P34 leads for ,60  nuclei, which are bosons with zero nuclear 
spin, to the result that only the spherical harmonics with odd 
values of N A and N B will be allowed in the rovibrational 
basis of Sec. IV. This can directly be read from Table II. 
Although we discuss only those dimer states that dissociate 
into two 3 2 “ ground state monomers, this reasoning can be 
rather easily extended to the excited electronic states.
III. SPIN-DEPENDENT POTENTIAL AND HAMILTONIAN 
OF 02—O2
The interactions between 0 2 molecules in their 32 g~ 
ground states depend on the coupling between their triplet 
electronic spin momenta. In the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, the two tri­
plets, *SA =  land-Sg =  1, can couple to a singlet, a triplet, or 
a quintet (S =  0,1, or 2). If we neglect, in first instance, the 
spin-orbit and spin-spin (magnetic dipole) interactions, the 
total spin S  of the dimer is a good quantum number and each 
of the three total spin states has its own potential surface. 
The difference between these surfaces is caused by electron 
exchange interactions, since the total electron spin quantum 
number is directly related with the permutational symmetry
of the electronic wave function.26 It is in fact by an explicit ab 
initio calculation of these exchange interactions for the three 
different total spin states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer that the leading 
terms in the spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 potential have been ob­
tained.17 The interaction potential for each of the three spin 
states, S  =  0,1, and 2, can be accurately represented, in the 
most general SF frame, as follows:
=  a^v (-^A 2«/ (R a B'^)^A *^ B *
( 8)
The symbols R A and R B denote unit vectors along the mon­
omer axes R a and R B which determine the orientations 
( <9a ,d>A ) and (0 B ,^B ) of these axes; SA and S D are the mon­
omer electron spin operators. The first, spin-independent, 
potential is the (multiplicity weighted) average of the sing­
let, triplet, and quintet surfaces. The second, Heisenberg, 
term describes the splitting between these surfaces. The lat­
ter implies that the quintet-triplet splitting is exactly twice 
the triplet-singlet splitting, for any geometry of the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer. In the ab initio calculations, this was found to be very 
nearly so.17
Just as the spin-independent potential Kav, the Heisen­
berg coupling parameter J  depends on the distance R 
between the monomers and on their orientations R A and
A
R b . The orientational dependence of these quantities can be 
explicitly expressed by the expansions27:
Fav(£ A„RB,R) =  (47r)3/2 X  vl a ,l b, l  (R)
^ A L^LaL(RA,RB,R), ( 9 )
J ( R a ,R b ,R) =  (4 tt)3/2 X  Jla.lb.l W
X A LA'LB'L ( R A,RB,R)  (10)
in the complete orthonormal set of angular functions
XV XV (  L A L B L \
a la.lh.l ( R . \ ’R b >R) =  X  L /  m m )
m a ,m b,m  \ 1v i a  b  1V1 /
(R) ,
( l i )
with R =  ( 0 , ^ )  describing the orientation of the vector R. 
The symbol in large brackets is a 3 — j  coefficient and 
Y \^ (r )  are normalized spherical harmonics.28 The expan-
T A B L E  II. Transformation properties of the relevant basis functions.1
e > ••• 
^ O b ( r / ) r % \ e ' Aj ' A) I ' i V i . A ) r £ V ; >
A
’ (0-;)
P , 2
Paü 
E *
-  -»a ( r,") 
<*>a ( r,")
( r " )
-  <t\ ( r,")
<!>„ ( r ; )
<1>A ( I f  )
( - 1 ) N * Y ^ \ e ' A , K )  
Y l^ \ e :A , K )
( -  1 ) y  < _ X 4  (0 b  J ’b  )
r l- « v (0'a . K )' a
Y ^ \ 6 U  b )
( -  1 )■,v“h i ’; ’(e B, K )
t - 1) ■Nb y  ':X „  ( ö * A )
TMs \ <Ji )
( - i ) V \ K )  
( -  i ) V { ( ff;)
A
<*!!> ( r-f \
(S0) / \ 
TV s^ aJ>
( -
( -  1) " 4  (a) )J
"The functions <f>A (r") and <I>U (r") are the spatial parts of the electronic wave functions on the 0 2 monomers, expressed in M F  coordinates.
We have used the property that the spin functions r ^ ' i c r ' ) and r ^ \ a ' )  with integer SA and Sti, expressed in BF spin coordinates a] and a], transform
A * II
analogously to the spherical harmonics Y \ 0  A,(f>A ) and Y (6 B ,(f)'B ) under rotations, but that they are invariant under inversion. The spin operators 
S A and Sq transform just as the spin functions with SA = 1 and SB = 1.
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sionin Eq. ( 10) converges more slowly than that in Eq. (9), 
because J  is considerably more anisotropic even than the
not much perturbed by the weak intermolecular van der 
Waals interactions. The same assumption has been made for
most anisotropic contributions to Vav. A positive sign of J  0 2-rare  gas dimers 1 1-13
implies ferromagnetic coupling between the 0 2 triplets; neg­
ative J  means antiferromagnetic coupling. Both these cases 
actually occur for various orientations of the 0 2 monomers 
and specific distances R. This is related to the nodal charac­
ter of the antibonding ng orbitals in the 0 2 monomers, which 
contain the unpaired electrons.
The expansion coefficients of the spin-independent po­
tential Vav have been written17,20 as follows:
UL A. L B.L (A)  =  C l J U  eXP( -  a L A. L B. L R  ' )
+ c (mult) ß  — L a — ■i-n ' 
L A ' L B 'L
+  C <6) R
L A - L B ' L
+  c uo> R
- 6+ C (8) R
l a l b l
-  10
-8
( 12)
The first, exponential, contribution is due to overlap (ex­
change and charge penetration) effects, the second term cor­
responds with the electrostatic multipole-multipole interac­
tions and the last three terms arise from dispersion 
interactions. The coefficients and exponents in the first two 
terms have been calculated ab initio in Ref. 17, the coeffi­
cients in the dispersion terms have been estimated semiem- 
pirically in Ref. 20. The Heisenberg coupling parameter J  
contains exponential contributions only:
j L L l (R)  =  C ' (cxp) exp(JL\'LV'LK ' LAL\vL a ’ R - ß '  R 2)l a l b -l  l a l b l
(13)
because it originates merely from exchange effects. Also the 
coefficients and exponents in Eq. (13) have been calculated 
ab initio.11
Now, we consider the spin-orbit and spin-spin cou­
pling. In the free 0 2 molecule in its electronic ” ground 
state, the effects of spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling can be 
represented,IK in spherical tensor form,28 by the following 
operator:
i
3 S a  £  ( -  î r c ^ W H S s s r i ’,,,, (14)
m
where the angles (6,(p) describe the orientation of the molec­
ular axis and C,(n2)(<9,<£) is a Racah spherical harmonic. The 
tensor product of the spin vector S with itself is given by the 
following, more general, definition for two arbitrary tensors
T(/.) i n v K and y ( /2) = x m-,
m
m t, m 2
(15)
The coefficients are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.28 The 
coupling constant A =  3.96 cm -1 =  5.712 K is positive,18 
from which it follows that the triplet spin momentum of the 
0 2 molecule prefers to be perpendicular to the molecular 
axis.
In the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, we assume that the electronic 
charge distribution of the monomers, and consequently also 
the intramolecular spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings, are
and it appears to explain their ex­
perimental Zeeman spectra14,21 very well. We then obtain 
the following contribution to the spin-dependent potential 
for the 0 ^-0  ^ dimer:
^ i n t r a  A >SA ,R B ,SB )
yf6A ( — 1 )"'{CIV(Ra ) [SA ® SA ] (2)w
m
+ Cm'iR-i) ) [SD ®s„ (16)
Finally, we include the intermolecular spin-spin (magnetic 
dipole) interactions between the monomer triplets. If the 
triplet spin momenta are considered as magnetic point di- 
polesgt,//BSA a n d g ciu BS B, with ge =  2.0023 and Hb being 
the Bohr magneton, which are located on the monomer 
centers of mass M A and M B, then we can write for the di- 
pole-dipole interaction, in spherical tensor form:
d^d ( ,SB ) S £ n l R - 3 Y ( - i r c i ( R )
m
X [SA ® SB ] (i ’m. (17)
Herewith, the most important contributions to the spin- 
dependent 0 2- 0 2 potential are completely characterized. 
Summarizing, we write this potential as
V(. R a  yR B 5-^ »Sa ,Sb )
— ^av(^A>^B»®) H- Vh • (R a  ,Rn ,R,Sa ,Sb )
+  ^ in t r a  (^A>SA;i?B,SB ) +  Vdd ( R,SA ,SB ) ,
A
A )1VB
(18)
where the spin-independent contribution Vuv and the Hei­
senberg term FHeis are given by Eq. ( 8), with the expansions 
(9) to (13), and the latter two terms are given by Eqs. (16) 
and (17). Note that this potential is anisotropic, both with 
respect to the orientations of the molecular axes and with 
respect to the orientations of the molecular spin momenta. 
Thus, there will be a coupling between the rotational vibra­
tions or hindered rotations of the 0 2 monomers in the dimer 
and their spin states.
The same potential has been used in recent lattice dy­
namics and spin wave calculations on solid a  and [3 oxy­
gen,19,20 where it replaces a much cruder phenomenological 
model that cannot be reduced to the molecular level. It ap­
pears that the coupling between the orientational vibrations 
(or librations) and the spin states, which was not included in 
the earlier treatments, is essential in the solid for under­
standing its elastic and magnetic properties and, in particu­
lar, the nature of the a- f i  phase transition.
So far, we have expressed all terms in the interaction 
potential in the most general SF frame. Since the potential is 
invariant under overall rotations of the dimer, it is conven­
ient to take out the “external” rotation angles. We prefer to 
remove only two of these angles, however, and not three, 
because then the full symmetry of the dimer remains expli­
citly visible.29 This is simply performed by substituting 
R =  (0,<f>) =  (0,0) and replacing all the quantities R A 
=  ( ^ a A ) » ^ b  =  (#b><M> Sa and S B by their primed
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 87, No. 9,1 November 1987
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equivalents which are defined with respect to the BF frame, 
seeEqs. (2) to (6). Although the angles (p'A a n d 0 B are both 
kept as “ internal” angles in this way, the potential depends 
only on the difference (<f>A — (pB). Simplifications of Eqs. 
( 11) and (17), in particular, can be obtained after substitu­
tion of the relation28
c : ri>(o,o) 47T
1/2
Y  £  (0,0) =  <5
2 1 +  1 m, 0
(19)
Given the complete spin-dependent potential, it is easy 
to write the Hamiltonian for the rotation-vibration-spin 
states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer. One has just to add the kinetic 
energy terms. Since there is no kinetic energy associated with 
the spin “motions,” the kinetic energy operator is the same 
as for the N 2- N 2 dimer.7,8 We write it in somewhat different 
form, however, because the operator J, which is the total 
angular momentum in N 2- N 2, is not a constant of the mo­
tion in 0 2- 0 2. In the latter case, one has to add the spin 
momentum S = SA + S B in order to obtain the total angu­
lar momentum F =  J -f S. In the BF coordinates intro­
duced in Sec. II, the total Hamiltonian then reads
H  =  b0N \ + b 0N 2B
fi2 d 2
2fiR ÖR 2
R +
1
2/liR
X ( F 2 +  N 2 +  S 2 — 2S-F -  2N-F +  2N-S)
B (20)
The operators N A and N B are the angular momenta asso­
ciated with the monomer rotations, in the BF coordinates 
(6  A ,(f>A ) and (6  B ,(f)B ), and N =  N A +  N B is their vector 
sum. The constant bQ is the monomer rotational constant, 
b{) =  1.438 c m ~ 1 for 160 2, and ju =  16 amu is the dimer re­
duced mass. With respect to the SF frame, the total angular 
momentum operator F can be written as F =  J +  S 
=  L +  N +  S, where L is the angular momentum associat­
ed with the rotation of the vector R, expressed in the angles 
R =  ( 0 , 0 ) .  In the (partially) BF frame of Sec. II, it looks as 
if L has simply been replaced by F — N — S, but one must 
realize that actually some problems are connected with this 
substitution.29 For instance, the operators N and F do not 
commute. The action of the kinetic energy operators in Eq. 
(20) on the BF basis introduced in the next section is fairly 
simple, however, as it has been shown in Ref. 29 for general 
dimers without a net electron spin momentum.
It is easy to check in either frame, SF or BF, that the 
individual terms in the Hamiltonian (20) with the spin-de­
pendent potential of Eq. (18) are all invariant under the 
permutation-inversion group, of which the generating ele­
ments are given in Tables I and II. Whereas the exact elec­
tronic and nuclear Hamiltonian of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer is invar­
iant only under simultaneous inversion E  * of the electron 
and nuclear coordinates, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (20) is also 
invariant under inversion of the nuclear coordinates. This is 
related to the fact that Eq. (20) actually defines an effective 
Hamiltonian in which the coupling constants have been ob­
tained by integration over the spatial electronic coordinates.
IV. BASIS FUNCTIONS AND THEIR SYMMETRY: 
MATRIX ELEMENTS
A convenient basis for the expansion of the vibration- 
rotation-spin eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (20) is the fol­
lowing:
Xn m & M ^ ’Na(0'A , K  )t% Sa-SbD  (d>,0 ,0 ) ,
( 21)
which is expressed in the BF coordinates. The radial func­
tions^,, ( R ) can be defined either numerically or analytical­
ly.29 The internal angular functions are monomer rotation 
functions (spherical harmonics), coupled via Eq. (15):
S ' { N ) N A,N0 < * B >M <v
(22)
and the spin functions are coupled monomer (triplet) spin 
states:
<S ) S A.SB
tms
( S A ) _  ( S B) -j (5 )
J Me*[ r VJA 0 r (23)
Although the vector coupling in Eqs. (22) and (23) does not 
provide eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (20), it can still yield 
physical insight because TV and S  may be approximate quan­
tum numbers. So we can observe, for instance, the mixing 
between the dimer singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states 
which is caused by the intramolecular spin-orbit and spin- 
spin coupling operator (16). Moreover, the vector coupling 
is convenient, because it facilitates the calculation of the ma­
trix elements. The last factors
ƒ><£*( 0 ,0 ,0)
in the basis are normalized Wigner rotation matrix elements 
in the convention of Ref. 28. The (exact) quantum number 
M f is the projection of F on the space-fixed z axis and the 
(approximate) quantum number AT =  M N +  M s is the pro­
jection of F on the body-fixed z axis. The basis (21) in the BF 
coordinates can be obtained from a SF basis in the same way 
as for the simpler cases of N 2- N 2 and 0 2-X  treated in Refs. 7 
and 12.
It follows directly from Tables I and II that the basis of 
Eq. (21) is already symmetry adapted with respect to the 
nuclear permutations P {2 and P34. Its parity under these per­
mutations is ( — 1 )Aa and ( — 1 )'v”, respectively. The elec­
tronic 32 " wave functions are odd under these permuta­
tions, see Sec. II. So, if we consider the most abundant 160  
isotopes, which have zero nuclear spin, only basis functions 
with odd N a and N B are allowed.
The basis of Eq. (21) is not yet symmetry adapted with 
respect to the permutation PAB. The nuclear permutation 
P l3P24 which is contained in P AB, see Eq. (1), reverses the 
BF z axis and PAB acts on the BF coordinates as a twofold 
rotation about the BF * axis (including the interchange of 
the labels of the particles in molecule A with those in mole­
cule B). Using the symmetry properties of Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients and rotation matrix elements,28 it follows that 
PAB has the following effect on a general basis function of the 
type (21):
P ¿d/(N)NA,NB S(SA,SB )rWF)* 
r  AB ^  Ms TMs u  Mf.,K
__ /■ __  |  \  +  »B  +  s a  +  +  F ^  ( N ) j \ u,NA^m( S ) S li,SA ( F ) *
'  '  — M — A/^  Mp, — IC *
(24)
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Analogously, one derives for the inversion operator E  *, 
which acts on the BF coordinates as a reflection with respect 
to the BF yz  plane, that
TABLE III. Symmetry of the basis (26) with NA = N n = \ and S A = 5*n
=  1, together with the spatial electronic wave functions, with respect to the 
PI group G 16.
( -  l)
AfpK
•VA + + N + S + F ( mNA. B^r (S)SA.Suj-y ( f) k (.N + S) (k + F) Pi2 34 AH
G 16
irrep.
A' — M M P, -  K  *
(25)
In the sequel of this paper we shall restrict ourselves to the 
electronic triplet ground states of the monomers, i.e., to S A 
=  1 and S B =  1, and also to their rotational ground states,
even even 4-• + + + A,+
even odd + + ----------- ---------- a 2-
odd even + + + ----------- B f
odd odd + + ----------- + b 2+
i.e., to TV 1 and N 1 for l60 2 molecules. A symmetryB
adapted basis for that case is given by
N.S'K.F 1
V2 [ M, 0, we have only
_J_ ( _  \ \ x t y {N) r iS) n U )* 1K 1 ) -  MSJ  -  Ms M{, -  K J(S) ( F)  * (26)
and the irreducible representations of the permutation-in- 
version group G 16 which are carried by this basis are listed in 
Table III. The symmetry of the spatial electronic wave func­
tion does not interfere with the symmetry adaptation, since 
this function is invariant under PAB and E  * as long as both 
monomers remain in their ground states. [The ex­
change symmetry of the electronic wave function required 
by the exclusion principle, i.e., the permutation symmetry 
with respect to all electron permutations, not just PAB, has 
been taken into account already in the electronic structure 
calculations17 which led to the exchange coupling parameter 
7 in  Eq. ( 8).] Again considering lhO nuclei only, which are 
bosons with zero nuclear spins, it follows that only functions 
even under P i3P24» and thus even under PAB, are physically 
allowed. In Table III this leaves the possibilities Aj+ and 
B f . Note that the parity of these functions is determined by 
N  -h S. M n takes values from 0 to N; if M x > 0 then M s takes 
values from — S  to 5  and if M v =  0 then M s takes values
______________________________ _______________________ I
from 0 to 5. In the case that M  
even F  states.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (20) has been written in such a 
form that the calculation of its matrix elements with respect 
to the basis (21) in the BF frame becomes easy. The radial 
integrals in these matrix elements are straightforward and 
they could be calculated by numerical or (partly) by analyt­
ic integration methods.2g In our analysis in Sec. V we shall 
keep the distance R fixed, however, and so we write here only 
the angular and spin matrix elements. The complete Hamil­
tonian is diagonal in the exact quantum numbers F  and M F\ 
in the absence of an external magnetic field the energy of its 
eigenstates does not depend on M F. The kinetic energy oper­
ator in Eq. (20) has terms which are diagonal in the approxi­
mate quantum numbers N A , N B,N,  M N, S A, S B, S, M s , and 
K  =  M „
b()NA {NA +  1 ) +  bJVb ( N b +  1 )
+  (2/uR 2) - ][ F { F +  1) + N ( N +  1) + 5 ( 5 +  1) 
- 2 K 2 +  2M nM s ] (27)
and also some off-diagonal terms:
(2ß R 2) - ' [ F ( F +  1 ) - K ( K ±  1) ] I/2[?V(JV+ 1 ) - M n { M n ±  1)] 1/2
for A M s
2 \  -  I
~h 1, kAfs — 0, and AK. — -t~ 1,
(2! i R i r ' [ F { F +  1 ) - K ( K ±  l ) ] ,/2[ 5 ( 5 '+  1 ) -  M S {M S ±  1) ] 1/2
for AM 0, AM, ±  1, and l±K =  -f- 1,
(2/iÄ-: )- '[7V(7V+ 1) - M n (M „  ±  l ) ] l/2[5 '(5 '+  1 ) -  M S (M S +  1 ) 1 1/2
for AM K +  1, AM +  1, and A K  =  0. (28)
The potential energy terms, expressed in the BF frame, do not depend on the external rotation angles (0,<i>). So, one can 
directly integrate the Wigner rotation functions in the basis (21) over these angles. Expressing the angular functions (11) 
occurring in Eqs. (9) and (10) in the BF coordinates R A =  {0 A ), R  B =  (<9B,<^ B), and R '  =  (0,0) results in the 
following integrals:
(477)3/2< 1 1A A ' '"\Al l =<5v . w (' A /v 1 1 mN ' M n,Ms 1)
N  -f N a  +  N h — M n [(2 L a +  1 ) (2L b +  1) ( 2L +  1)] 1/2
X [(2 7 V '+  1)(2N'a +  l ) ( 2 ^ i  +  \ ) { 2 N +  1 ) (2Na +  1) ( 2N n +  1)] 1/2
X
'n  : l N A f N ' B L
0 0
n : n
0
L
B N B
0 0 0
N '  
- M
L N
N 0 M N
x j /V i ,  N  
I N ' N  L
(29)
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In addition, the spin operator in the Heisenberg exchange coupling term in Eq. ( 8) yields
(S’)5a.5„ 2SA-Si,|T % S"S» ) = 8 S.'S8 M [SA (SA +  1) +  S B(SB +  1) - 5 ( 5 +  1)].
• 3  O
The operator Fjntra, Eq. (16), leads to
/ Q / l N ' W i . N i  ( 5 ' ) 5 a .Sd |  v  ( S ) S a ,Sb ,
M 'n  T M 's  I K intra I 'J M S  T M S /
A( -  i ) s*-hS° + M" + Ms[(2Ar' +  1 ) ( 2 N +  1 ) (2 S '  +  1)(2S  +  l ) ] l/2
(30)
X I
-  m
N ' 2 N
M '
X 1)
N  ™
N '  +  N  +  S '  +  S
M
(
N
S '
-  M  $
1/2
X [SA (SA +  1 ) (2 S a -  1 ) (25a +  1)(2Sa + 3 ) ]
'N' 2 N1/2/ A ^ iV
0 0 0 J [ N
N ’ N 2 '
n : n B S
2
S B
+  ( 1)N'aSn. n [ (2Nb + 1 ) (2Nb H- 1 ) ] 1/2
X [ S B(S B +  l ) ( 2 S B -  1 ) (25b +  1)(25b + 3 ) 1
'/V '
1 / 2 I l y  B 2 N ~ \ \ N ‘ NB 2 1
0 0 0 / [ N B N B N A 5 B
2
5 b 5 a
(31)
and the magnetic dipole-dipole coupling operator Vdd, Eq. (17), to
M N
( N ' ) N ' A,N'n ( S ' ) S A,SU
M 's v dd\ v
( N ) N A.Nn ( S ) S A,Sn
dd  I ^  M lW T M >
R , ^ N a  8 n ¿ Nn0 N .iN 8 M  ■n  NSm.s m s  ( 1)S '  — M
X [ ( 2 5 ' +  1 ) ( 2 5 +  1)5a (5a +  l ) S B(SB +  1 )(25A +  1)(25B +  1)] 1/2
X
S' 2
Mr  0
1
B
5
(32)
The symbols in large round brackets are 3-j coefficients and 
those in curly braces are 6-j and 9-j coefficients.28 Note that 
expression (31) vanishes in the case that N'A = N ' B,
N a =  N b , and 5 A =  5 B, when the parity of (TV ' +  S  ' ) is dif­
ferent from the parity of (7V +  5). This reflects the symme- the nature of the vibrational states of the 0 2- 0 2 complex, 
try of the basis under the permutation-inversion operation The problem is, however, that the attractive dispersion con-
fects in solid oxygen,19,20 it is still the spin-independent term 
Kav (i?A,i?B,R) in Eq. ( 8) that dominates the anisotropy of 
the potential, in the absolute sense. Therefore, it is mainly 
this term which determines the equilibrium geometry and
E *Pab > see Eqs. (24) and (25).
Using the expressions ( 29 ) to ( 32 ), one can evaluate the 
individual contributions, Eqs. ( 8), (16), and (17), to the 
spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 potential, Eq. (18). All these contri­
butions are diagonal in the approximate quantum number
tributions to the spin-independent potential [see Eq. ( 12) ] 
have only been estimated crudely, whereas the other contri­
butions have been obtained from fairly accurate ab initio 
calculations.17 Since we know from our studies on the N 2- N 2 
dimer7-9 that the equilibrium geometry depends on a subtle
K  =  M N -\-Ms . This completes the calculation of the Ham- balance between the attractive and repulsive forces, we mustN  i *r* S -
iltonian matrix elements in the basis (21). Transformation 
to the symmetry adapted basis (26) is straightforward. This 
leads to a separate secular problem of each physically al­
lowed irreducible representation of the permutation-inver­
sion group.
V. VIBRATIONAL STATES OF THE 0 2- 0 2 DIMER: 
ROTATIONAL AND FINE STRUCTURE
With the spin-dependent Hamiltonian from Sec. I l l  and 
the basis from Sec. IV it is possible, in principle, to calculate 
all the bound vibrational-rotational-spin states of the 0 2-  
0 2 dimer by diagonalizing the secular matrix. Although the 
Heisenberg term is strongly anisotropic with respect to the 
monomer orientations, which leads to very interesting ef-
conclude at this stage that we do not know the equilibrium 
geometry of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer. Also, from experiment,5,6 the 
0 2- 0 2 dimer structure is not known, except perhaps in a 
solid neon matrix. So in our present studies we retain various 
possible equilibrium geometries.
The second question which is relevant for this study 
concerns the nature of the van der Waals vibrations. Because 
of the uncertainty in the spin-independent potential we have 
to make some assumptions about this matter also. One ex­
treme would be a nearly rigid dimer with small amplitude 
vibrations about the equilibrium geometry; another extreme 
would be a dimer with freely rotating monomers. In the N 2-  
N 2 dimer the situation is intermediate between these two 
extremes; the vibrations of the monomers about the equilib­
rium geometry are characterized by large amplitudes, even 
in the vibrational ground state. Also in the cases of N 2- A r 9,10
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and 0-,-Ar 1 1-14 one has found such large amplitude oscilla-
tions, or hindered rotations, of the N 2 and 0 2 molecules 
about the T-shaped equilibrium geometries.
Let us briefly consider the 0 2-A r  complex, because this 
dimer displays fine structure, just as 0 2- 0 2, although much 
simpler. The fine structure in the vibrational ground state of 
the 0 2-A r  complex can be completely understood from a 
hindered internal rotor model.11-14 It can be described by 
assuming that only the 0 2 rotational functions \N,Mn ) 
1, +  1) are of importance, where M N is the quantum 
number associated with the projection of N on the BF z axis. 
The functions Y (0  ',<$') have their maximum amplitude 
at 6 ' =  90°, so that this situation corresponds with a floppy 
T-shaped structure. The anisotropy of the spin-independent 
part of the 0 :-A r  potential separates these states from the 
state \N ,My)  =  11,0) which has its maximum amplitude at
0 ' =  0°. On the other hand, this anisotropy is not sufficiently 
large to strongly admix the rotational functions with higher 
N  (i.e., N  =  3,5,...) into the vibrational ground state. The 
fine structure can be calculated by treating the spin-depen­
dent contribution to the potential as a perturbation. In first- 
order perturbation theory, one obtains the complete qualita­
tive picture with inaccuracies in the splittings that are less 
than 20%. In order to obtain better quantitative agreement, 
second-order corrections have to be added.
We adopt a model for the vibrational ground state of the 
0 2- 0 2 dimer which is a generalization of the 0 2-A r  model 
just described. In 0 2-A r, the hindered rotor functions T (1), 
(0',(/)') correspond with a floppy T-shaped structure, while 
the function Y {()]) (6',(/)') corresponds with a floppy linear 
structure. For the free 0 2- 0 2 dimer, where the equilibrium 
structure is not known, we take both possibilities T (1),
( 6 ',</>’ ) and Y } ( 0 \(f)' ) for each of the 0 2 monomers and we
combine these functions in all nine possible ways into sym­
metrized products, six of which are essentially different, see 
Table IV. As indicated in this table, these symmetrized prod­
ucts are simply related to the coupled functions of Eq. (22). 
Also, the various floppy 0 2- 0 2 structures which are repre­
sented by these model functions are described in Table IV. 
We assume that each of these vibrational model states could 
be “prepared” by the anisotropic spin-independent potential
A  A
Fav (R A ,R B,R ). The anisotropic potential separates the 
model states, but we do not know which of these states actu­
ally corresponds to the vibrational ground state of 0 2- 0 2, 
because of the uncertainty in the long-range dispersion con­
tributions to the potential. The van der Waals bond length R 
is varied within reasonable limits. As a lower limit we take
3.2 A in solid a-oxygen
o
: 4 A. For each of these
the nearest neighbor distance R = 
and we study the range up to R = 
model states we calculate the fine structure which is due to 
the spin-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian. We multiply 
each vibrational wave function with all the nine spin states 
that are obtained by coupling the monomer triplet functions, 
cf. Eq. (23) with S A =  S B =  1, and with the overall rotation 
functions, cf. the basis in Eq. (21). This provides a basis for 
each of the vibrational model states in which the Hamilto­
nian with the spin-dependent coupling terms FHeis, Vx 
and Vdd can be diagonalized. The result is a first-order pic­
ture of the fine structure in each of the model states. The 
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian will be automatically adapted 
to the permutation-inversion symmetry, but it is convenient 
to adapt the basis functions first, using Eq. (26).
The final results for the fine structures are very complex, 
so we shall explain them by treating the different coupling 
terms in the Hamiltonian successively. We wish to start with 
the largest one, but we find that this can be either KHeis or
in tra  »
TABLE IV. Model states for the van der Waals vibrations in 0-.-0-,.
State Hindered rotor wave function
I
II
III
IV
VI
1
4
sä
[Y"±\ ( 0 ^ ) Y " \ 6 ' B,<t,-B) + n ‘ ) >T, ( e ;„<*;,) ] =
[ r'*’> (0á.óá )n"(0 Wb > -  Y"\e-K,K ) y<», (e-B,fB )] =
{Y \ '^ 0 '„K )Y " \ (e -a# B) + Y " \ ( e ^ ) Y \ ' \ e ' 64 ’B)] =
[ Y \ ' \ e ^ ) Y " \ ( 6 ^ B) - Y " \ ( e ^ K ) Y \ ' \ e ’B,<t,’B)] =
Y¡>"(e : ,<f , ’ ) Y ' ' > ( 0  L.4L)in
i
i
( 6 ' 4 ’ ,d'B,<b’B)± i
V3
[ V2 3C> ( 0 ;  ,0 ú ( 0 ;  , K  .0 B A  ) ]
•3'«"(0;,<ÍX,0ó.(ín)
[ á C  ( e A .0 B •</>'„ ) -  n/2 ^ 21 ( 0 ;  .0 B 4'b ) ]
State $ A Dimer “structure”
I ~90° ^90° •  •  • free torsional rotation 
/ symmetrized T-shaped,
II ~  9070° ~  0790° =r0°
I tunneling via ~ ~ f  
r symmetrized T-shaped,
III ~  9070° ~  0790° U OO O o
\  tunneling via ~ ^
IV ~90° ~90° ~  07180° H-shaped (Dlh )
V — 90° zr90° - 9 0 7 2 7 0 ° crossed (Dld )
VI ~ 0 ° ~ 0 ° •  •  • linear
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Fintra, depending on the vibrational model state considered 
and on the distance R.
The Heisenberg exchange interaction splits every state 
that is derived from the two triplet 0 2 monomers into a sing­
let, a triplet, and a quintet (S  =  0,1, and 2). The singlet- 
triplet splitting is 2 ( J ( R )) and the triplet-quintet splitting is 
4 ( J ( R )), where ( J ( R )) is the expectation value of the Hei­
senberg coupling parameter J(R  'A,R B,R)  over the given 
vibrational model state from Table IV, which is a function of 
v A) and R'B =  (0 B,(f>'B). Since this coupling
p a ram e te r / is  an extremely anisotropic function of the mo­
lecular orientations (see Sec. I l l ) it is not surprising that the 
expectation value ( J ( R) )  is very different for the various 
vibrational model states. In some of the states we find a nega­
tive ( J ( R )), which means antiferromagnetic coupling (i.e., 
the singlet state is lowest), whereas in other states ( J ( R) )  is 
positive and the coupling is ferromagnetic (i.e., the quintet is 
lowest in energy). Moreover, ( J ( R) )  decreases steeply in 
absolute value with increasing R (in fact, exponentially,o .
with exponents varying from 3.6 to 4.2 A for different 
orientations, see Refs. 17 and 30). In some cases it changes 
sign at a certain distance R and the order of the dimer spin 
states is reversed. Illustrative examples are shown in Figs. 2, 
3, and 4, where the splittings due to the Heisenberg exchange 
interaction are shown in the left-hand column.
The intramolecular spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling 
represented by Fintra is the sum of two monomer terms and 
so it does not depend on the distance between the monomers. 
In order to explain the level structure which results from this 
term only, it is convenient to use (symmetrized) products of 
monomer spin and rotation functions, as in the analysis of 
the fine structure in 0 2- A r .12 In fact, for the rotations of the 
monomers we have already done this by using the functions 
of Table IV. The spin functions can be chosen in exactly the
same way:
1
[ M s A M s„ ) ± M sbM sa ) ] •
(33)
4 A
As mentioned before, there is a trivial correspondence 
between these symmetrized product states and the \S,Ms ) 
states (see Table IV) which leaves the expression for the 
model states, cf. Eq. (26), practically unaltered.
In order to understand the spin structure of these model 
states, let us start with one monomer A in a certain M Na 
state. This corresponds with the situation in 0 2-A r. There 
we find that for M N =  0, the M Sa =  0 level lies at 
and the |M s  ^\ =  1 level at -feA, where A is the coupling con-
=  1, we find M ,  =
0 at -j\A.  All these levels are determined by the
“diagonal” term of the spin-orbit coupling.12,13 This diag­
onal term alone would make M Sa =  — 1 degenerate with 
M Sa =  1. However, the “off-diagonal” term of the spin-or­
bit coupling can split the states \MNa ,MSa ) which are sym­
metrized with respect to inversion, but this term is nonzero
stant of Eq. (14). For M Nt 
and Me =
1 at — -^A
only if + M S 0. This results in M 1 levels at
(73 +  3)^  for +  ( — V  parity, respectively. A detailed ex­
planation can be found in Refs. 12 and 13.
6.0 -
i.,0 -
2.0 -
u 00 -
- 2.0 -
-U) -
-6.0 -
FIG. 2. Spin levels in the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, vibrational model state IV at° ^R = 3.2 A, derived from the Heisenberg exchange interaction (left col­
umn), from the intramolecular spin-coupling terms (right column), and 
from the combined effect of these interactions (middle column). This is a 
typical case where the exchange splitting 2 ( J ( R )) is larger than the intra­
molecular zero-field splittings A^ .
In most cases, the spin structure of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer due 
to Kintra only can be understood by summation of these mon­
omer results, but we must keep in mind that the complete 
vibrational-rotational-spin state must be symmetrized ac­
cording to Eq. (26). For the moment we disregard the over­
all rotational quantum numbers F a n d  M F. Using the model 
states of Table IV and the spin functions of Eq. (33), a com­
plete state is then characterized by \MN ,MN ) ± \MS ,
M s ) ± \k ). A complete set of states is given by M Na ,MNb,
M, 0, -f 1 and /c =  0,1, with MS  —*^A ’
and the restrictions that if M
> Oand if M, M,
N
0 then k
N  —
0 then M
M +  M NB>0
M r + M , B
0. Using these conditions,
can be derived
N  —  iT±S  ~
the spin structure of the dimer due to Kintra 
from the 0 2-A r  results. For \MN ,MN ) =  |0,0) (state VI
A B
in Table IV) one can simply sum the results of the mon­
omers, which gives a |M SajM Si}) =  10,0) level at
twofold degenerate level at — f-sA for |M Sa ,M Su) =  11,0) ± 
[see Eq. (33) ] and a level at -feA for \Ms ^ M Sli) =  11,1), all 
these for both k  =  0 and k =  1. For k  =  0 we have two more
f-5A, a
levels at 4 AT3> for \MSn,Ms„> 1, — 1) ± . Also for
|M n ,Mn ) =  11,1), i.e., in state I in Table IV, we can sim-
/ \  B
ply sum the monomer results. The only difference is that the 
off-diagonal spin-orbit term is not involved here, because of 
the symmetry. This leads to a fourfold degenerate level at 
— f-5A for 11 M Sa |, |MS|j I) =  11, 1) ± , a fourfold degenerate
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FIG. 3. Spin levels for vibrational model state II at R =  3.6 A, derived from 
the Heisenberg exchange interaction and the intramolecular spin-coupling 
terms, as in Fig. 2. (J{R) )  is much smaller than A in this case, because in 
model state II there is a sign chance in ( J (R) )  for R slightly larger than 3.6
o
A.
FIG. 4. Spin levels for vibrational model state Fat R = 4.0 A, as in Figs. 2 
and 3. This is a typical example where the splittings originating from the 
Heisenberg exchange interaction are comparable in size with the splittings 
resulting from the intramolecular spin-coupling terms.
level at -^A for 11M Sa \ , \MSfí |) =  11,0) ± and a single level at
) =  10,0) all these for a* =  0 and/c =  1. ForT5A for IM s M s
\MNa )
n
l, 1) ± , i.e., states IV and V of Table IV,
the results are similar. We have a level \MS ,MS ) =  11,1) at 
— AA , for k  =  0 and k  =  1, and two more levels at this ener­
gy for | M s M s ) — 11» — 0 + °nly for k  =  0. A twofoldB
degenerate level occurs at ±A for \MS M s ) =  11»0) ± for
k  =  0 and 1 and a single level at -feA for |M s  ^M s , )  — 10,0) 
only for k  =  0.
The results for \MN M \ B) =  11,0) ^ , i.e., states II and 
II in Table IV, can be understood by averaging the results of 
the cases 10,0) and 11,1). In other words, we can assume one 
monomer in an M N =  1 and the other in an M N =  0 state.
This leads to a single level at - ¿ A  for |M S M SJ  =  10,0),
for |M s M Sn)TC
I M s \)
a twofold degenerate level at -
1,0) ± , and a fourfold degenerate level at -^A for | \MS
Sn | / — 11,1) ± , all for k  =  0 and 1. For the |M s ^ M s u)
1,0) ± states, the off-diagonal spin-orbit terms are 
nonzero now. These result in a splitting which is half the size 
of the splitting in the monomer case. We find the | — 1,0) ±
= 0 and kstates at [ 1 +  ( -  V \ ] A  for k 1, respec-3G t  v J i
tively. We have now explained the spin structure of the 
dimer when only Vintra is important. Examples are shown in 
the right-hand column of Figs. 2, 3, and 4. We conclude this 
discussion by stressing that the effect of Vlntra is based on a
first-order analysis only. Just as in 0 2-A r,  higher-order ef­
fects which introduce the coupling with higher ¡7VA ,NB ) 
states, may alter the various splittings quantitatively. Al­
though the first-order model is expected to give reasonable 
results, the quantum labels which are used are only approxi­
mate. This is in contrast with the spin labels for the Heisen­
berg term, which are valid to any order.
The picture which emerges from the combined effect of 
FHcis and Fintra depends on the actual size of ( J( R ) ) for a
given dimer model state and distance R,  relative to the size of 
the constant A.  In Fig. 2, where ( J ( R) )  is dominant, the 
fine-structure states can be characterized as three separate 
multiplets for S  =  0, 1, and 2. The individual levels of the 
multiplets can be characterized by M s . One reason for this 
simple result is that the product spin states of Eq. (33) have 
a one-to-one correspondence with the |5,Afs ) states, except 
for 10,0) and 12,0), which are mixed. This correspondence is 
the same as for the monomer rotation functions, cf. Table 
IV. So the splittings in the individual multiplets, which are a 
result of Fintra, are as described above. The only exceptions 
are \ MS M s  ) — 10,0) and 11, — 1) + which are mixed and
A  D
recoupled to yield approximately | S M s  ) — 10,0) and 12,0) 
states.
Figure 4 illustrates a situation where ( J ( R) )  and A are 
comparable in size. Although the resulting picture seems 
rather complicated, the underlying structure is in fact sim­
ple. Because of the one-to-one correspondence between
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product spin states |M s ,Af5 ) ± and the coupled spin states 
|S ,M s )» we can sum level energies as obtained from the 
Heisenberg and the spin-orbit terms separately. As men­
tioned, the only exception to this rule are the quintet and 
singlet M s =  0 states, which are mixed depending on the 
relative size of ( J { R ) ) and A.
Next, we add the diagonal spin- (dimer and monomer) 
rotation coupling terms, which result from the kinetic ener­
gy. This introduces a shift of the states |N ,M N ,S,Ms ), which 
can be derived from Eq. (27) and is given by
B ( R ) [ N ( N +  1) + 5 ( 5 +  1) - 2 M 2n
- 2  M s { M n + M s ) ] .  (34)
The size of this shift is determined by the magnitude of the
end-over-end rotational constant B( R)  =  f r / { l ^ R  “),
which is typically 0.086 cm - 1 for R =  3.5 A. This is shown
in the middle column of Fig. 5.
The last term to be added is the magnetic dipole-dipole
1 °interaction, which is typically 0.040 cm for R =  3.5 A. 
The effect of this term is shown in the last column of Fig. 5. It 
is small enough to be neglected for the analysis concerning 
the 0 2- 0 2 dimer.
Also the dependence of the energy levels on the overall 
angular momentum F e a n  be derived from Eq. (27). Ac­
cording to the diagonal kinetic energy contributions, an end- 
over-end rotational ladder with rungs at the energies 
B (R  )F(F  +  1) is put onto each of the nine spin levels for a
particular model state. Each level has a quantum number 
K  =  M n +  M s associated with it and the F  ladder starts at
F =  \K\ .
We are now in the position to give a complete character­
ization of the rotational and fine structure levels for each of 
the model states, based on the results so far. The results are 
given in Table V. The position of each level can be character­
ized by the parameters (J { R ) ) , A  and B{ R) \  each level is the 
starting point for an end-over-end rotational ladder, given by 
BF{F  +  1). Not all F  states actually occur, because accord­
ing to the symmetry rules, k  even/odd must correspond with 
F  even/odd. The labeling of the |5,M5 ) =  10,0) and 12,0) 
states is of course arbitrary, because these states are mixed. 
For these states, the term in B depends on this mixing. It is 
straightforward to calculate this term, but it yields a compli­
cated expression, which is omitted in Table V.
It is interesting to try and derive the implications of the 
results of Table V for the fine structure spectrum. This spec­
trum corresponds to the magnetic dipole transitions between 
the spin fine structure levels.11 The following selection rules 
are valid:
(a) k N =  AM n =  AM f =  A5 =  0,
(b) AA/^ — 0, +  1,
(c) A F = 0, +  1.
6.0
i,.0
2.0
-2.0
-U)
-6.0
Model state IV R = 3.2Ä
^Heis 
+ Vjntra
_ |S,Ms>
2.0)
2.0
2,2)
1.1 > 
1.0)
|0,0>
v Heis
+  Vintra 
+ spin-rot
H^eis 
+  V¡ntra 
+  spin - rot
+ Vdd
FIG. 5. Effects of the diagonal spin-rotation (kinetic energy) terms and the 
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction on the spin levels in model state IV at
o
R =  3.2 A, as an example (cf. Fig. 2, middle column).
A number of conclusions can be made from these selection 
rules. Because only transitions within one 5  multiplet are 
allowed, most of these are independent of ( J ( R )). The only 
exceptions to this are the mixed |5,M5 ) =  10,0) and 12,0) 
states. Transitions from/to these states thus contain the 
complete /  dependence of the spectrum. The dependence of 
the fine structure levels on A results in three groups of differ­
ent spectra for the model states, namely ( I, IV, V ), ( II, I I I ), 
and VI. In the simple terms of Table IV, this distinguishes 
between parallel, T-shaped, and linear structures. A distinc­
tion between the model states of one group based on the fine 
structure spectrum, is more subtle.
Until now, we have neglected the off-diagonal spin- 
(dimer and monomer) rotation coupling terms (also called 
Coriolis terms1") of Eq. (27). These couple the states M s 
and M s +  1 within one 5  multiplet. [The other off-diagonal 
terms of Eq. (27) are zero, because the model assumes that 
M n is a good quantum number.] In principle, the splittings 
within one 5  multiplet are determined by ^¡ntra, so the effect 
of these off-diagonal terms is not very different from that in
O z-Ar. An exception may be the lA^M^I) 2, 1) and
1,1) states (cf. Table IV) where the splitting between the 
M s states is halved as compared to 0 2-A r. The effect of the 
off-diagonal terms is relatively larger in this case. This sim­
ple scheme is perturbed of course in case of the |5,M5 ) 
=  10,0) and 12,0) states, which are mixed. Also the effect of 
the off-diagonal coupling terms thus depends on this mixing.
A complete example of the resulting levels is given in 
6. Note that each F  ladder starts atFig.
F — | K  
=  M N
= | M s +  M n |. Furthermore, in the case that 
0, we have only even F  states.
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TABLE V. Fine structure in the various vibrational model states, arising from the dominant terms in the spin- 
dependent Hamiltonian. The averaged Heisenberg coupling parameter J  =  <J { R )) ,  the intramolecular spin- 
coupling constant A, and the end-over-end rotational constant B =  B ( R ) are defined in the text.
Model state"
I M Ka M s ,  ) * \S,Ms )
b
( -  )* Energy
|2,2> ± - 2 J - & 4 -  12 B
12, — 2> ± -  U  -  ¿A  4- 4B
12,1 > ± -  2J +  ^A  -  2B
I 12, — 1> ± -  2J 4- tV* +  6B
| U > |2,0)c ± J + ^ - ( 9 J ' -  + ^ A - - y A ) ' n
| 1 . 0 ± 2J + ¿ A - 6 B
|X. — 1) ± 2J  -j- -jt/î +  2 B
|1.0> ± 2J  —
O o c ± J  + ^A  +  (.9J2 + JtA 2 - $ J A ) ' n
12,2 > ± - 2 J + & A - 2 B
|2, — 2) ± - 2 J  + ^A + (,B
12,1 > ± — 2J  — -^A + 6B
II |2, — 1) ± - 2 J -  +  +  105
|i.o> + |2,0 >■= ± J - ^ - ( 9 J 2 + ^ 4 2 + i JA) ' 12
|1,1) ± 2 J - ^ A  + 2B
|1. — 1> ± 2 J - ( l  +  l)A + 6B
| l ,0 ) ± 2J + ^A + 6B
|0 ,0)c ± J - ^  + (9J-  + ^ 4 -  + <JA)'12
12,2) ± - U  + ^A - 6 B
|2, — 2) ± — 27 4* 4- IB
12,1 > ± - 2 J - ^ A  + 2B
i l l |2, — 1) ± - 2 J - { & T l ) A  + 6B
11.0) - |2 ,0)c ± J  — — ( 9J ~ +  2 +  \JA ) 1 1 ~
|U > ± 2 J - ^ 4 - 2 B
|1, — 0 ± 2 J - { ^  +  l)A + 2B
|i,o> ± 2 J + & 1  + 2B
o >6 o G ± J  — jc/* +  (9J~ + jkr4 ” +  ^ A  ) 1
|2,2) ± - 2 J - f r i
|2 ,1) ± -  2J + ^  + 6B
IV |2,0>‘ 4- J + ^ A  -  (9J 2 + £ A 2 - > J A ) l/2
1 . - 1>+ |1,1) ± 2 J + ^ A  +  2B
|i,o> 4- 2 J  -  4- 4 B
|0 ,0 )c + J  4- -^A 4* ( 9 /  " 4- 2*5 A ~ — ^JA ) l/~
|2,2) ± - 2 J - f r i
|2,1) ± — 2J 4- ^A  4- 6B
V |2,0>c 4- J  4- y$A — (9 J  ~ 4- r$A ~ — %JA ) i/~
11. — 1>- |1.1> ± 2J 4- 4- 2 B
|i,o> + 2J--& A  + 4B
O o n 4- J  4- 4- ( 9J2 4- j$A 2 — \ J A) X' 2
|2,2> ± — 2J 4- y$A 4- 2 B
|2,1) ± - 2 J - £ A  + 8B
VI |2 ,0)c 4- J - £ A - ( 9 J 2 + £ A 2 +  i J A ) l/2
|0,0> |1,1> ± 2J -  ¿ A +  4B
|i,o> + 1 L J -f - ß ^  -f- 6jB
|0,0>c + J - ^ A  + ( 9 J 2 + ^ A 2 + %JA)U2
u Cf. Table IV.
bThe states are symmetrized according to Eq. (26). Note that even/odd k  
c These states are mixed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have made a theoretical study of the vibrational- 
rotational-spin states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer in its electronic 
ground state, which corresponds with two weakly interact-
corresponds with even/odd F.
ing 32 g~ 0 2 molecules. A spin-dependent 0 2- 0 2 interaction 
potential has been derived from earlier ab initio calcula­
tions17 and from the 0 2 monomer properties and the com­
plete vibrational-rotational-spin Hamiltonian has been con­
structed. We have discussed the permutation-inversion
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FIG. 6. Spin-rotation levels for model stateQ
IV at R =  3.2 A. These levels have been ob­
tained from the right column of Fig. 5 by 
adding the rotational energy 
B( R) F( F  + 1) with F>\K\  = \MN + M s \
and the off-diagonal kinetic energy (Corio- 
lis) terms.
symmetry of the system, in the various coordinate systems 
which are relevant to this problem. Because of the open-shell 
character of the 0 2 monomer and the explicit dependence of 
the interaction potential on the electronic spin momenta, 
this symmetry differs from the usual symmetry associated 
with the nuclear motions in nonrigid molecules or complex­
es. This study further involves the construction of a conven­
ient basis for the van der Waals vibrations, rotations, and 
spin states of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer, which reflects all the exact 
and approximate quantum numbers of the system and is 
adapted to its permutation-inversion symmetry.
We have also made some numerical calculations, in or­
der to predict semiquantitatively the spin and rotational fine 
structure in the vibrational ground state of the complex. Due 
to the uncertainty in the spin-independent contribution to 
the interaction potential, the equilibrium geometry of the 
0 2- 0 2 dimer and the nature of its vibrational ground state 
are not known. We have proposed several vibrational model 
states which correspond to different geometries of the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer with hindered internal rotations of the monomers. For 
each of these model states the spin-rotational fine structure 
has been calculated from the spin-dependent Hamiltonian.
The dominant coupling terms in this Hamiltonian are 
the Heisenberg exchange interaction and the intramolecular 
spin-coupling, which is due to spin-orbit and spin-spin in­
teractions in the 32 g" 0 2 monomers. The Heisenberg ex­
change term leads to a coupling of the 0 2 monomer triplet 
states to a singlet, a triplet, and a quintet state of the dimer 
(*S =  0, 1, and 2). The magnitude of the splitting between 
these states, and even its sign, are strongly dependent on the 
nature of the vibrational model state. This is caused by the 
extremely strong anisotropy and steep distance dependence 
of the Heisenberg coupling parameter J, which is known 
from the ab initio calculations.17 In most cases, the intramo­
lecular spin-coupling term is of comparable size, however, 
and if the van der Waals bond length R is not too short, this
coupling is even stronger than the Heisenberg exchange in­
teraction. In that case, the fine structure displays a complete­
ly different picture. When the intramolecular spin coupling 
is dominant, the spin levels in the 0 2- 0 2 dimer can be con­
structed from the 0 2 monomer levels which occur in a hin­
dered rotor case such as 0 2- A r .12 In any case, the intramole­
cular spin-coupling terms cause a considerable splitting of 
the triplet and quintet states, and mixing of the singlet state 
with the M s =  0 quintet state. Although the resulting level 
scheme looks rather complex, actually it can still be ex­
plained by a simple analytical model containing two param­
eters: (J { R )) ,  the expectation value of the Heisenberg ex­
change coupling parameter 7, and A , the intramolecular 
spin-coupling (zero-field splitting) constant.
The gross picture originating from these two dominant 
terms in the spin-dependent Hamiltonian is refined by the 
smaller terms. The diagonal kinetic energy terms shift the 
levels by multiples of the end-over-end rotational constant 
B (R ) =  f r /  (2jliR 2). Moreover, they add to each spin level a 
rotational ladder with energies B (R )F{ F  +  1), where F  is 
the overall spin and rotation angular momentum. The inter- 
molecular spin-spin (magnetic dipole) interaction leads to 
additional shifts which are still smaller. Finally, the off-diag­
onal Coriolis terms split and shift the rungs in the rotational 
ladders even further. Illustrative examples have been shown 
in the figures.
So, on the whole we must conclude from these calcula­
tions that the spin-rotational fine structure in the 0 2- 0 2 
dimer is very complex. It is certainly not determined by the 
Heisenberg exchange coupling between the monomer tri­
plets alone. It depends strongly on the equilibrium geometry 
of the 0 2- 0 2 dimer and on the nature of its van der Waals 
vibrations, as modeled in our calculations. Further calcula­
tions can be easily performed now, also in the presence of an 
external magnetic field which will yield the Zeeman split­
tings. We think, however, that the next move should be made
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by experimentalists. Our calculations have shown that the 
fine structure in 0 2- 0 2 is a very sensitive measure of its 
structure, of the nature of its internal motions and of the 0 2-
0 2 interactions. It should be possible to extract this fine 
structure from high resolution spectra, especially if these are 
taken in low-temperature molecular beams. Although the 
spectra will probably be rather complex, it will be possible 
via the theory and the calculations presented in this paper 
(and possibly further calculations of the same type) to inter­
pret these spectra and to gain access to the really interesting 
properties of 0 2- 0 2.
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